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Key words: Sample key words, (Style: Article Body, Capitalize every first letter, Set 

“hanging indent” for 2nd and following lines to align line heads by the colon.) 
 
(§Abstract… No need for subtitle.  Style: Article Body, Font: Bold.)"Kobe Journal of 

Manuscripts should be typed with Microsoft Word (hereafter MS Word) in the 
following format and made into PDF document.  Download a template, and type (or 
paste) texts. Use only "Times New Roman" fonts, except for "Symbol" fonts for Greek 
characters.  

In the first page, authors state title, names of authors, and the name and address of 
the laboratory where the work was performed.  Also, list 4-6 key words, and input 
contacts of corresponding authors, phone number, fax number, and e-mail address in 
the footer section.  Capitalize first letters of every title word and key words, except for 
articles and prepositions.  Capitalize all letters of Author names.  Capitalize 
appropriate places of affiliations. 

In Abstracts section, authors summarize their argument, preferably within 250 
words.  Use bold letters. Avoid abbreviations and references.  Do not include 
diagrams. 

 
(§Introduction …No need for subtitle.  Style: Article Body.) 
Begin the argument with Introduction.  After “Introduction”, make sections such as 

“Materials and Methods”, “Results (Clinical Case(s))”, “Discussion”, “Acknowledgements”, 
all with subtitles, as follows. 

References should be listed in the “Reference” style, at the end of the paper. Use bold 
fonts for authors and issue numbers. 

Input headers as follows; abbreviated title (up to 50 letters including spaces) for the 
paper's header of the 3rd and every other page, and first authors' name in every 2nd page. 

                                                 
1 What are “Styles”?  --(Brief explanations for authors unfamiliar to the Style function) Styles 
enable you to apply styles to fonts and paragraphs without accessing the Ribbon or Menu-bar each time. 
For example, if you apply the style “Article Body” to a paragraph, the fonts are changed into “Times 
New Roman”, 10 pt, and the line-break intervals into 12 pt, and 1.5 em indent for the first line. We 
have named the described style “Article Body”, and added it to the template.  In short, you can 
automatically change texts into Kobe Journal format by selecting “Styles”.  
How to apply “styles” --Put the caret in the target paragraph, and select from “style” box (usually next 
to the “font” box on the tool-bar). 
How to select? --Click ▼ to view the lists, or, click once IN the Style box, and when the letters are 
highlighted, input the initial letter of Style name(for example “t” for TITLE), and choose by Arrow 
key(↓), and press Enter. 
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Finally, make the MS Word document into PDF file, with "Adobe Acrobat" (See 
http://adobe.com/products/main.html ). 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS (STYLE: SUBTITLE) 

Materials (< Style: Article Section) 
The final typescripts will be posted as it is.  We strongly encourage authors to finish 

proofreading before submission. 
 

Methods 
Minor points for proofreading are as follows.  Use "Symbol" fonts for Geek characters, 

superscript "o" and capital "C" to make the centigrade mark, and "special characters" pallet 
from "Insert" Menu for plus minus and other mathematical characters.  

 
RESULTS 

～Examples of embedding Figures & Tables ～ 
Figures should be placed to appropriate places, instead of gathered at the end. 
 
1. Legends at bottom. 

 

Figure 1.  Figure legends should be placed under or right side of the figure. 
(style: Legends, Use bold for “Figure No.”)  
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2. Legends at right. 

 
DISCUSSION 
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Figure 2.  
In this case, the legends look better
to be placed at right side of the
figure, because it leaves big blank
if centered. 


